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MAP PRICING NOTIFICATION-   NOTIFICATION THURSDAY JUN 13 2019 
 

We have encountered many obstacles surrounding Amazon. We 

believe that the issues of online fraud, trademark 

infringements, and price devaluing are concerns for us at 

Sportsheets® and create a threat to all online and brick and 

mortar companies carrying Sportsheets® products. This has caused 

us to take measures that will protect the integrity of all our 

products from unauthorized Amazon sellers. 

To that end, we have formed an exclusive partnership deal that 

allows us full control of all Sportsheets product sales, 

including our sub-brands listed below. This partnership went 

into effect on May 1st,  2019. We first sent notices on April 15, 

2019 to all our customers to remove all Sportsheets® items from 

Amazon. 

We wanted to reach out again and inform you that you have to 

remove all Sportsheets® items and sub-brand products (listed 

below) that you or your customers have listed on Amazon. Do not 



zero out the inventory; you must delete them from the listing. 

The legal team we are working with will not do retractions. If 

you receive a counterfeit notice, you must file an appeal 

through Amazon. Instructions on how to do that are also below. 

  

We are sending this notice again as a reminder to ALL of our 

customers, whether you sell on the Amazon platform yourself or 

have customers that are selling on Amazon. Please forward this 

email and contact your sellers today and notify them to remove 

all Sportsheets® branded items immediately. The necessary 

arrangements have been made to have ALL unauthorized violators 

shut down. At this time, we are not accepting any other Amazon 

authorized sellers. As of May 1, 2019, all those selling our 

products on Amazon are considered NOT authorized, and all 

Sportsheets® products will be considered counterfeit and void of 

our warranty. 

We appreciate your business with us and recognize that you may 

have other online websites not connected to Amazon. These sites 

are appropriate for continued online sales.  

Sportsheets Brands to be removed from Amazon: 

  

Sportsheets® 

Sincerely, Sportsheets® 

Sex & Mischief® 

Sex in the Shower® 

Edge® 



ManBound® 

Plus 

Saffron 

Additionally, all brands no longer manufactured by us (including 

but not limited to): 

Midnight 

Sexperiments® 

  

  

How to Appeal to Amazon: 

  

Within the infringement report you receive; Amazon may provide 

the steps to file an appeal directly in that email. Otherwise, 

you can use the following steps: 

  

Head to their Seller Central Account > Performance Notifications 

> Actions > Appeal 

1. In their appeal, the seller must take accountability and 

provide the following; 

 

The root cause of the issue and the plan of action and 

what they will do to prevent this issue in the future.  

 

This can be emailed to SellerPerfomace@amazon.com . Amazon 
may take a minimum of 24-48 hours to respond and may very 

well exceed that. If your or your customers do not hear 

back within 48 hours, it is best to follow up.  



 

 

Julie Stewart 
<julie@sportsheets.com> 

 

Mon, Apr 15, 

6:29 PM 

   

 

 

 

 

Attention All Sportsheets Customers, 

  

What’s the number one request we get from retail stores – fix Amazon!  We have listened and 

have taken action to correct the price erosion and fraudulent product currently on the market. 

This is catastrophic to all our businesses.  We have been investigating for quite a while now on 

how to curtail this and have engaged services to do so. 

  

We know stable prices help add value to brands, reduce confusion in the market place and help 

us all with our bottom line. Starting May 1, 2019 our products will be sold on Amazon through 

an authorized seller. All unauthorized sellers will be reported, and all Sportsheets Trademarks 

will be enforced per our “Trademark Use and Guidelines” document. Any unauthorized sellers 

still listing after May 1st will receive a notice, directly from Amazon, regarding the removal of 

their listings. 

  

This change will affect only Amazon USA at this time.  Those of you selling on your own 

websites should not be affected and should see an increase in revenue.  We do anticipate this 

affecting our distributors, brick and mortar and online stores with an increase in revenue as 



prices begin to elevate closer to MSRP, and fraudulent products are eliminated from the 

marketplace. 

  

Currently all non-authorized sellers on Amazon will need to sell through their inventory by April 

30th as enforcement begins on May 1st. 

  

Please forward the attached 14-day warning letter to your customers so they are aware of the 

upcoming change. 

  

Some examples of these issues are: 

https://www.amazon.com/Sportsheets-Under-Bed-Restraint-System/dp/B000VHH5DW/ 

https://www.amazon.com/Sportsheets-Like-Doggie-Style-Strap/dp/B000VHE7CY/ 

https://www.amazon.com/Sportsheet-Bondage-Bed-Sheet-Set/dp/B00CH4N55E/ 

  

Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions you may have.  

  

  

Julie Stewart 

President 
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